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A stainless steel, six-inch valve capable of distance in inches, clearly shows the requirements 
closing in approximately 13 nilliseccnds has been of acceleration and deceleration. Velocities as 
developed at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. great as 120 feet per second are reached in closLng 
The TJalvz will be automatically and remotely oper- the gate. Such velocities are necessary and gener- 
able, allowing it to be used in the SLAC beam ate interactions of the mechanical parts that occur 
sw'tchyard area where high radiation levels will in time intervals of several hundred microseconds. 
prohibit personnel access. The problems of trigger- : ~ng mechanical release, valve gate acceLeration and 
deceleraticn, and vacuum sealing without elastomers 
appear to be solved. 

The kno;jledge gained relating to t?s type of 
ga%e valve predicts the future design of a valve 
with a 2L-inch opening, capable of operating in 
time intervals of five to six milliseconds. 

Introduction 

Consis;ent with advances of linear accelerators 
cf the SLAC tuype, certain mechanical components in 
the vac11um system complex had to be produced. This 
was necessitated 3y the high probability of implo- 
sive failure of a thin window in the vacuum complex 
oZ sKch a high intensity particle accelerator, with 
subsequent pressure-shock waves in the bear? tubes. 
These pressure shocks, in the velocity range cf 
Mach Iiurber = 2 - 7,+ unless valved cff and iso- 
lated, 'could damage sensitive and expensive equip- 
ment 

Protection of such equipment in the beam switch- 
yard of the Stanford accelerator wi;l be obtained 
by the lczation of fast gate valves with closing 
times approaching ten milliseconds. The six-inch, 
stainless steel valve has been developed for auto- 
nati: a:ld remote operation in a radiation field. 
Initial problems of tr'ggerlng mechanical release, 
valve gate acceleraticn and deceleration, and 
vacuum sealing without elastomers appear to be 
solved and are discussed belox. 

Valve Descripticn 

I?le fast all-metal six-inch valve is 2 gate 
type, au:omatically and remctely ccnsrciled, with 
master 'control position indication anda non-servize 
operation interval of 50C cycles. Figure 1 indi- 
cates the main subcomponent and general detail 
assembly. Figure 2 presents certain mefzhanlcal 
features of t‘ne fast valve. 

Figure 3, a graph of total tinle interval in 
milliseccn% plotted versus total gate travel 

* 
Wcrk supported by the ','. S. Atomic Energy 

Commission 
t Mach Nun'oer is the ratio of velocity of pro- 

pagation divi de1 by local ambient sonic velocity 
V/a = M. 

Deceleration magnitudes are many multiples 
greater t!an acceleration magnitudes. This required 
a sequential mass deceleration by three means. 
First, the accelerating springs are isolated and 
decelerated by impact rods which transmit tge de- 
celeration force into the upper part of the valve 
to prevent impact distortion of the vacuum seat. 
Second, the momentum of the rail and cam guided 
gate assembly shown in Fig. 2 is spli: in two zp- 
posite directions by cam and roller action. Third, 
the gate strikes an elastically supported seat uith 
sufficient impulse to coin the lead metal seal ring. 

A spring accumulator system located in the 
pneumatically controlled , aluminum cylinder piston 
assembly permits automatic connection and retrac- 
tion of the gate mechanism. 

Solenoid magnetic action initially triggers the 
gate acceleration when a signal level electronic 
pulse is received from the detection tracsdJcers. 

Cnen-closed uosition indication is achieved by 
nicroswitches, lights and meters in the master 
trol rocm. Substation actuation of each valve 
be made for circuit check gurposes in the SIX 
installaticn. 

con- 
can 

Sequence of Valve Operation 

As part of the valve system, pressure trens- 
duzers are located approximately 100 feet from the 
valves near the sensitive equipment and instr-ATents. 
When a shock wave enters the switchyard beam tube 
of the SIX acceierator, a signal is generated and 
electrically fed to the trigger circuit of the valve. 

The trigger circ.lit releases the magnetic field 
cf the valve solenoid. This action permits the 
rail guided gate to be accelerated by the main 
springs. The gate is cam guided tc a vacuum seal 
and automatically locked in this position by zoggle 
acti.on. 

The spring acc.Jmulator system located in the 
pneumatically controlled upper aluminum cylinder 
causes an automatic recoupling action of the re- 
traction cylinder assembly. 

At a command frcm the master control room or 
substaticns, the valve can be retracted ready for 
another fast closure. 
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Test Methods 

Five differer3~ majcl :yyrs cf investigative 
test rnet?lxIs were erqloyed in the development of 
tIlc valve with a view to t,heLI, applicayicn in check- 
ing valve ection for the total number of valves 
r~~qufr-ed. These methods uti2sed the ToI Lowir:g 
-hserv;,ti :na! zlevi 0-s aI;? techniques : 

1. Electronic oscillcszope pl.x polarc?d 
cane53 picttircs. 

2. Visual inspection coupled with mechanical 
prczisinn measurement. 

3. Elw!tro-optical photocells coupled with 
electrcnic interval timers. 

4. Necessary vacuum test equipmen;. 

'! . Hi&h-speed mcltion pictures. 

Becaue the first fo-x methods are essentially 
~onventinnal , on1.v the fifth will be briefly de- 
scrib.?cl. A rstating-prism type high-speed movie 
camera (HE LAKE) filmed the vapJe action at16,OCO 
frame-s per second. Fror-I each 1CO fee; cf film ap- 
pr~;ximately 2:) feet were at the correct speed and 
useful . A one-millisecond timing mark was s;lper- 
in,p,used on the film to all~ow individ-ual frame analy- 
sj s an? eveloaticn. These movies allotted detai.led 
visuR1 observation to be made . 

Present Results 

DesLgn c~i' the val.ve was started in .J-.me 1964 
and completed in February 1965. A successful ce- 
sign is indicated. 'I"re f::llc;ring r~~morks c 3oern- 
in& certain subcomponents may be of interest: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The V~C:I-J:II bellows has completed iD ,00~:1 
[cycles of operation sll-cessfully. lkr thrr 
tests are p.ianned. 

Tk locking anl release tne~~hsnisms :.re made 
of tool steel. 

The drive springs are r~;w p;:set 5efore in- 
stall-ati on jnto the valve. 

The gate seat has w:thstc& .XXT than the 
requjred 300 cycles :af opor:it:!on. Further 
development work til ini,rease the reliab:l- 
i?.y of the gate s-cat Is planned. 

Cost figures for this SIJiC devel(opeii valve have 
been approximately one-fifth the cost of cammerc~al 
quotes. 

Future De;rel:)pments 

A type of valve unique in valve t,:clr~~l ~gy -h:+s 
been produced. The krlo%Tledee gained relating t:' 
this type of valve prcdkf.5 tke future design of E 
valve with a 24-inch openin+g, capable of operating 
in tl.me ii~terval s of five tr? six nillisecrnds. 

Fig. 1. Schematic arrangemsnt. of parts. Fig. 2. Vaive c'etails. 
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Fig. 3. Velocity graph. 


